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FORFAR CURLING CENTRE 
 
MINUTES OF AGM HELD AT FORFAR INDOOR SPORTS ON 28th September 2017  
 
1. Chairman’s Welcome:  
Adrian White welcomed the assembled company to the FCCC Annual General 
Meeting. A signed list of the attendees was taken on the evening. There were 46 
members attending representing 24 individual Clubs. 
 
2. Apologies:  
The following members of our Centre tendered their apologies:  

Monifieth C.C. 
Newport C.C. 

 
3. Obituaries 
The Secretary read out a list of Members who had died during the year 
recognising their contribution to their individual Clubs: 

Alan White, Fotheringham C.C. 
Neil McMichael, Glenesk C.C. 
Cameron McKiddie, Kirriemuir C.C. 
Barrie Wallace, Claverhouse C.C. 
FinMcKenzie, Angus Glens CC 

  
4. Minutes of Previous AGM:  
The Secretary indicated that the minutes of last year were available on the Curling 
Centre website. He hoped these had been seen by members and that it was not 
necessary to read out the 8 pages of minutes. There was no dissent to this and 
the Minutes were proposed by Janice Walls, seconded by Ian Young and duly 
approved. 
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5. Presidents Report:  
Adrian White reported as follows:  

• This has been my first year as FCCC president and thus a steep learning 
curve following on from Ron Caithness’s successful presidency. 

• Mike Ferguson will cover the main business and financial aspects of the 
Club, however I would like to add that we really do have a great local ice 
rink here in Forfar with its own unique club style atmosphere, something 
that can too often be taken for granted by many of our club curlers who 
haven’t “enjoyed” curling experiences at other ice rinks. I for one want to 
see that atmosphere and friendly, social aspect of curling maintained and I 
know the committee and all of us share this ambition. 

• It was another successful season with a number of new competitions 
getting off the ground. The coaching team, led by Ian Young and Lorraine 
Campbell reached new heights with the amount of curlers they coached 
and Brian McCartney worked tirelessly as our RCCC Rep and getting curling 
into schools and more importantly onto the ice and Shirley Jeans did a 
tremendous job as Lady Centre President attracting new entries to the 
Ladies competitions. 

• The season did not pass without its problems though; with the mild 
weather we experienced being the main issue for us curlers. Pressure on 
expenses with less curlers on the ice and playing in fewer competitions 
together with increased costs brought considerable financial pressures and 
we are grateful to the FIS Management and Admin team for keeping a tight 
control on expenses and more importantly administrating all aspects of the 
game here in Forfar. 

• Clubs & curlers are more demanding and the work going on behind the 
scenes often goes unrecognised, so thank you Graham & Aileen. 

• The ice was of the usual high standard we have come to expect at Forfar, 
despite the weather, so again thank you Graham, Keith and the ice team. It 
is a skill and one we appreciate. 

• We were well catered for in the food and drink department and with 
positive changes afoot, I am sure we will be equally well catered for this 
season. 

• Many of our local curlers continued to succeed at local, regional and 
national level. More on that later. 

• Another notable success was the £3,000 raised and presented to 
Alzheimer’s Scotland, a truly tremendous figure and one you should all be 
proud of contributing towards. 
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• I was also delighted to preside over the launch of the FCCC Curling Awards 
that were met with great enthusiasm and definitely appreciated by the 
winners and nominees. We will look to build on these in the coming season. 

• The main point I need to raise however is the desperate requirement to 
attract new curlers to our sport and to get them on the ice playing. This is a 
problem facing all of us, not just the Committee and Ice Rink Management. 
We are not alone; nearly every ice rink across Scotland is facing similar 
issues, but it is down to us at Forfar to work on our local membership 
development if we want to see curling continue and flourish here. In this 
Winter Olympic season, please do everything in your power to encourage 
friends, family, colleagues, even the guy off the street or in the pub, onto 
the ice to come and try curling. 

• It will be mentioned later, but if you haven’t read the “New Curler’s Story” 
that Mike has put together, please do, a truly inspiring and encouraging 
story told in the new curlers own words. 

• Finally, I would like to thank my Committee for all their support last year 
and hope that we can be of even greater support to the Curling Centre and 
help to meet our main challenge – you guessed it, attracting new curlers of 
all ages. 

 
6. FINANCIAL AND MANAGEMENT REPORT:  
Mike Ferguson presented the audited figures of the Centre and spoke to the 
figures for the year which showed an overall surplus of £1,080. 

• Income was under pressure with membership and ice bookings showing a 
decline and the decision made last year to increase ice fees has proved to 
be the right decision to protect overall income. The way forward to protect 
income is the need for more curlers. 

 
Specific comment on expenditure was as follows: 

• The ice management and rental costs have been held now for a number of 
years. 

• The main increased cost has occurred in ice making chemicals and gas, 
which shows a £3.7k increase. It was explained that this related to the 
purchase of water filtration vouchers which occurs every three years, so the 
costs will revert to lower costs in the next two years. 

• The remaining costs showed lower variations. Repairs showed no costs as 
FIS have covered these under the full repair rent. Electricity kept level 
despite announced increases as a new agreement has been signed which 
should stabilise costs in the short term. 
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The Management report comments: 

• This year Clubs were invited to send in their ice allocation preferences, and 
this proved a nightmare for Graham & Aileen, and the outcome represents 
their best endeavours. There are still some issues that are is the process of 
being resolved, but Clubs will need to accept elements of ice allocation at 
the beginning and end of the season. 

• During the summer, two new boilers have been installed together with 
associated plumbing and pipe work. It will allow the Club to only use the 
heating in the areas that need it and has a sophisticated heating and 
control panel with modern operating control capability. 

• The lounge improvements are one of the more visible elements of 
improvement with the new barriers and carpets. 

• Overall scrubbing down and repainting has taken place. 

• A new door has been installed from the ice floor into the side lounge. This is 
not as a general thoroughfare but will assist umpires to access the ice or 
allow coaches to use if young curlers get cold while coaching underway. 
Coaching will be allocated to sheet A where possible. 

• The grant received RCCC has been allocated in part with the approval of the 
Coaches into providing new Club ice brushes – all on display and distinctive 
in bright green with Forfar Curling Centre printed on each brush. These are 
available for use on Forfar ice and should remain on the premises. 

• The Rinks have been repainted and after some guesswork by those present, 
Mike indicated there were over 300 “logos” now on the ice and these 
incorporate some sponsorship signs, points squares for placing stones, 
mixed doubles indicators etc. 

• The Ice team has been subject to some reorganisation. Graham continues 
to lead the team with Keith now full time. Jason & Craig from ice-skating 
now join a combined team and in addition a young person from Angus 
College has been taken on. This team of 5 will be responsible jointly for 
both the curling and the ice-skating. 

• The website has been updated – all competition draws are there and 
results will be entered as soon as games have been played. Members are 
encouraged to use the site and look there first rather than telephone to 
find out results 

• Everyone is encouraged to use the revamped lounge as a social venue. It is 
the best in Forfar. 

• Catering at the Club now comes under the direction of Sandra Ferguson. 
Members are encouraged to view the new menu which still incorporates 
the traditional favourites. There is a revised booking process allowing Clubs 
to arrange catering requirements and to confirm this prior to the due date. 
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• It is intended to produce a New Members Handbook. This is in draft at 
present which will give new members details about the Club, its 
Committee, the competition rules etc. 

 
In reply to questions on curling dress on the ice, particularly for new curlers, it 
was reiterated that the recommendation was to wear loose clothing and rubber 
soled shoes. 
 
7. COACHING AND DEVELOPMENT 
The report was given by Ian Young who outlined the following: 

• 3 Try Curling sessions have been arranged – 1 October, 16 December and 
24 February, and it is hoped that those encouraged to attend can be 
persuaded to join the Virtual Club to develop their skills and then move to a 
main Club in due course. 

• Coaches are being well used and Lorraine Campbell keeps weekly sheets to 
ensure there are coaches for the Centre’s weekly coaching and for other 
Club’s coaching requirements. 

• For this year one of the Try Curling sessions has been timed to coincide 
with the Olympic Games curling. 

• A Curlfest has been arranged for Saturday 14 October (2 rinks) to try and 
attract inexperienced and new Club curlers. Clubs are encouraged to bring 
their members along. 

• Try Curling posters are available with the 2017/18 dates. Members are 
encouraged to take some posters to place in local sports clubs etc. for 
potential new members. 

• Ian explained he is to stand down heading up the Coaching Committee and 
this would be taken on by Brian McCartney. 

• Brian explained that the Virtual Club meets every second Friday to 
encourage new and inexperienced curlers. 

• Brian has been round schools during the summer to encourage and 
introduce curling. He has seen 356 children in the age range primary 4 to 
Senior 2. 

• The weekly Monday coaching sessions begin on 2 October at 10.30 am. 

• Part of the Coaching Development funding received from RCCC of £3k, has 
been used to fund the new distinctive brushes bought from Asham’s which 
together with import tax will be approx £2.5k 

 
8. FORFAR LADIES CENTRE REPORT:  
In Ann Shaw’s absence, there was no Forfar Ladies Centre Report for the AGM. 
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9. FORFAR YOUNG CURLERS REPORT:  
Ian Taylor presented the Report and covered the following: 

• FYC are below last year’s numbers of 60, but it expected that any shortfall 
will be picked up when some school children and then their friends join. 
FYC are one of the largest and most successful Young Curlers in the country. 
FYC meet every week with the different ages (8 – 21) catered for between 
7.45 to 10.40 am. 

• It is a good environment for youngsters to learn the basic skills and rules. 
The fun element is maintained with music on the ice. 

• FYC has entered teams into most of the FCCC competitions, bonspiels and 
Leagues. 

• FYC entered teams into National Competitions. There were two teams (of 
two rinks each) in Division 1 with one of the teams winning the Division 1 
title. As a reward we organised a trip to Sweden for the winning teams. Two 
teams (1 boys & 1 girls) were entered in the Bill Ross Trophy held in 
Stockholm. Both the boys and girls team raised the necessary funds by their 
own endeavours and many generous donations including Rotary and Inner 
Wheel. Both teams performed well with the boys team finishing 3rd and 
they won some cash which helped fund the weekend. 

• At National level we have 5 local curlers accepted as “Academy Athletes” in 
the Performance Pathway; Leyla Al-Saffar, Hailey Duff, Nicola Joiner, James 
Craik, Euan MacDiamid. We wish them every success this coming season. 

• Thanks to all the Coaches and Parents who give their time on Saturday 
mornings for FYC and of course to everyone at Forfar Indoor Sports for 
providing an excellent coaching environment. 

 
10. FCCC COMPETITION SEASON 2017-18 
Mike outlined some specific matters: 

• FCCC is to change the penalty rule for FCCC Competitions only. Instead of a 
6 point penalty, this will change to a 3 point penalty after 15 minutes – one 
penalty point for every 5 minutes with a maximum of 3 points. It was 
deemed too harsh to apply the full 6 point penalty and games should 
commence on time rather that waiting for a player to arrive. Individual 
Clubs can decide on their own rules or adopt these if they prefer. RCCC 
competitions will continue to abide by RCCC rules. 

• The other change for FCCC competitions will be a 5 shot free guard rule. 
Not just a free guard for the lead stones but also the first stone of the 
player throwing first in the 2nd position. This is a change at RCCC level also. 
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• Mike thanked all Clubs who have entered the Opening, Charity and Closing 
Bonspiels. For the Opening Bonspiel on 30 September there are 16 Club 
entries and a good number already for the other two Bonspiels later in the 
season. 

• Forfar want to start a Mixed Doubles competition – in fact start as Doubles 
competition – there will be a demonstration by two experienced Doubles 
curlers on Sunday 8 October from 1 – 4 pm. Mixed Doubles is now an 
Olympic curling competition. 

• Players are required for the Canadian Tour bonspiel at Forfar on Saturday 
21 and Sunday 22 October. There will be a Curlers Court on the Saturday 
evening. 

• A Forfar Curlfest will take place on 3 – 5 November with Men’s, Ladies, 
Senior Men & Senior Ladies competitions. Already much interest expressed 
from all over Scotland. This is one to enter for our local elite curlers who 
wish to compete against the best. 

• Strathcona Cup competition takes place Wednesday morning 24 January. 

• Details of all FCCC competitions are on the notice boards 
 
11. FCCC CONSTITUTION AMENDMENTS 
The Secretary intimated the minor changes proposed which was to just reflect the 
way FCCC currently operated. The changes proposed were: 

1. To incorporate an objective of ensuring a duty of care for members 
2. Recognising that the roles of Secretary and Treasurer were separate 
3. Incorporating wording that notification to members can be achieved by 

notifying all Club Secretaries 
 

The changes provoked a lengthy exchange of comment and in the interests of 
brevity and a need to keep the agenda moving, further discussion was curtailed.  
Thus the proposals do not take effect and the status quo remains. 
 
12. ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS  
The Office Bearers appointed last year remain in office and with no proposal from 
others to stand, were approved to continue in office. 
 
Sub Groups that currently operate within the Club are: 

• The Coaching Group that operate with a well established team. 

• The Competitions Group will continue to operate with Graham and 
Mike as it needs day to day attention. 
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Two new Sub Groups: 

• Membership Development – this will be headed by Ron Caithness 
and Tom Kirk 

• Sponsorship/Fundraising  - this will be headed by Adrian White and 
Neill Smith 

On both the new sub groups any FCCC member with expertise and/or enthusiasm 
would be welcome as both are key to the viable future of the club. It is hoped that 
some members will step forward and help. 
 
13. A O C B  
Mike asked that the meeting split into 4 groups to consider and report back with 
ideas for each topic: 
 

Group Topic Ideas 

1 Ideas to attract new curlers. go to other Activity Clubs 

  Try a parent and child fun curling 
session 

2 ideas to improve curling skills Encourage new curlers through the 
Virtual Club 

  Improve performance and correct 
bad habits via coaching 

3 ideas to encourage club curlers 
to enter local competitions 

Monthly newsletter to encourage 
entries 

  Club Secretaries to include FCCC 
competitions when requesting their 
members curling preferences for 
the forthcoming season. 

4 Ideas to attract sponsorship 
and organising of fundraising / 
social events 

Selling space on the curling walls 

  Organise theme nights at the Club 

  Operate Bonus ball / Football cards 

 
Lorraine Campbell mentioned that Dun CC had been the only club to have a stall 
at the Forfar Music Fest and they achieved a good contribution to funds from 
their tombola stall. 
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14. THE FCCC CURLING AWARDS 2017-18 
The Awards commenced last year will continue and members were asked to be 
vigilant over the season to nominate individuals for the awards. Nominations will 
be requested in late February / early March. In addition to last years awards, 
there will be a new one – The FCCC Sportsmanship Award which has been 
sponsored by Ron Caithness. 
 
End of Minute. 


